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Introduction. The research and subsequent dialogue proposed in this project attempt to contribute to the 

enhancement of international public relations scholarship and practice by providing a framework for measuring public 
relations practices outside of the United States with local/regional models, specifically with models that can be 
identified within the nations of the European Union and across the EU.  

 
Goals of the project. Since the mid 1980s, when many public relations researchers acknowledged that there was 

a need to address public relations not only in the United States but also in other countries (Manheim &Albritton, 1984; 
Booth, 1986), international public relations studies have flourished. Scholars have advocated for studies that address 
public relations issues on a country-by-country basis, and that discuss organizational public relations strategies in 
their cultural specificities (Botan, 1992; Grunig, Grunig, Sriramesh, Huang &Lyra, 1995; Moss &DeSanto, 2002; 
Parkison&Ekachai, 2006).  

However, scholars have been trying to evaluate public relations practices in different parts of the world by 
measuring them against U.S.-based models, and although differences between populations studied are addressed, 
differences in conceptualizing public relations are not recognized. For example, Culbertson (1996) critiqued 
international public relations research focused on “how those working for western organizations, particularly 
multinational corporations, could best practice abroad” (p. 2). It is high time for scholars and practitioners in the field 
to identify and examine local/regional public relations models and to discuss them by comparison and contrast with 
U.S. public relations models.  

The research and subsequent dialogue proposed in this project attempt to contribute to the enhancement of 
international public relations scholarship and practice by providing a framework for measuring public relations 
practices outside of the United States with local/regional models, specifically with models that can be identified within 
the nations of the European Union and across the EU. 

 
Research Questions 
RQ1: Have countries of the European Union adopted U.S.-based public relations models or produced their own 

models of communication between institutions and communities?  
RQ2: Are public relations strategies and tactics utilized in the 27 countries of the European Union tributary to 

models launched by the U.S. or not?  
 
Methods 
(a) Survey of PR practitioners from EU countries; targeted at least 5 respondents per EU country; survey 

questionnaire inquires about PR models that practitioners from EU countries learn about in educational settings and 
work with in professional settings; 

(b) Interviews with PR practitioners from EU countries; targeted at least 2 respondents per EU country; interviews 
solicit stories of personal experiences with US versus regional/local PR models  

The survey questionnaire inquires about public relations models that European PR practitioners have learned 
about and have encountered as part of their professional activities. Through interviews, the researchers gather data 
about how applicable U.S. or regional/local models have been in the practitioner’s organizations and to their daily 
tasks. A comparative pilot study (data from France and Romania, from 2009) showed several differences between 
PR practices and models, even when comparing two countries with similar cultures and/or with frequent academic 
communication.  

 
Project Impact 
This project will be relevant to a variety of PR practitioners in the European Union, the United States, and the 

international arena, who are struggling to reflect and self-reflect on the models they apply in local and global setting. 
The study will also be relevant for scholars concerned about the scarcity of PR models considered in the literature. 

 It focuses on the reflection of European PR in comparison and contrast with U.S. models and practices that 
constitute the dominant paradigm of PR; 

 It offers a space for the identification and consideration of models that come from specific European 
countries as well as of models that cut across countries; 

 It offers a space for dialogue and debate about models that come from specific European countries as well 
as of models that cut across countries; 


